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Abstract
The biased version of the n-in-a-row game1 is rather boring. The player who can occupy more
points per move has a winning strategy [J. Beck, Tic-Tac-Toe Theory, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 2006, to appear] for any n. In order to make this game more interesting József Beck
suggested to limit this power by requiring that the points occupied in one step are ‘close’ to each
other. We will study this distance restricted version together with other variants.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The ﬁrst player is called Maker and the second player is called Breaker. We will study
variations of the well-known n-in-a-row game.1
Deﬁnition 1 (n-in-a-row game). Maker andBreaker play on theZ×Z ⊂ R2 lattice (board)
in the plane. In turns they place their symbol (an O (Maker) or an X (Breaker)) on an empty
lattice point of the board. Maker wins if he can occupy n consecutive points on a line
horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Breaker wins if he can prevent Maker from winning
(forever).
 This research was supported by the joint Berlin/Zürich graduate program Combinatorics, Geometry, and
Computation, ﬁnanced by ETH Zürich and the German Science Foundation (DFG).
E-mail address: pcsorba@uwo.ca.
1 Some variations are known as Go Maku, Tic-Tac-Toe or Noughts and Crosses. They have been around for a
very long time. It is even possible that it was played in Ancient Rome under the name Terni Lapilli.
0012-365X/$ - see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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It is known [2] that if n4 then Maker has a winning strategy, and if n8 then Breaker
can win. For example for n = 5 it is not known who has a winning strategy that is why
people are still playing variations of this game.
In order to give Maker some extra power one can consider the biased version of the
n-in-a-row game. In a (p, 1)-biased game Maker occupies p points and Breaker occupies
only one point in each turn. However, it is known [2] that already for p= 2 this is too much
power, as Maker has a winning strategy for any n.
To make this game more interesting Beck [2] suggested to limit Maker’s power by requir-
ing that the points he occupies within one turn are ‘close’ to each other. This is the biased
distance restricted version.
Deﬁnition 2 ((n, p, r)-distance restricted game). Maker and Breaker play on the Z × Z
lattice. They occupy empty lattice points in turns. Maker can occupy p empty lattice points
per move, but these p points must be inside a circle2 of radius r, where r is a constant,
ﬁxed at the beginning of the game. Breaker can occupy one point per move. Maker wins if
he can occupy on a line n consecutive points horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Breaker
wins if he can prevent Maker from winning (forever). For short we will call this the distance
restricted game.
We denote by w(r, p) the largest integer such that Maker can occupy w(r, p) points on
a line, but Breaker can prevent w(r, p) + 1.
For example as we mentioned before for any r, 4w(r, 1)7 and by a slight abuse
of notation w(∞, 2)>K for arbitrarily constant K. Since in a circle of radius r there
are approximately  · r2 lattice points, it is clear that the only interesting case is when
p = f (r) = O(r2), since we want to study w(r, f (r)).
We are focusing on the magnitude of w(r, f (r)) and not the constant factors. Using the
biased version of the Erdo˝s–Selfridge Blocking Theorem due to Beck [1] one can prove that
w(r, f (r)) = O(f (r) · log(r)). We will show that if f (r) = O(r2−) (> 0 and f (r)2)
then w(r, f (r))=(f (r) · log(r)). So we obtain that w(r, f (r))=(f (r) · log(r)) in this
case.
On the other hand if f (r) = (r2) something different happens. We could expect that
w(r, r2)=(r2 log(r)) because of the upper bound provided by the Erdo˝s–Selfridge Block-
ing Theorem. But applying Maker’s strategy for the previous case ensures only const · r2
points on a line. We will show using a pairing strategy that in fact w(r, r2) =(r2).
For the sake of completeness we include a proof that w(r, p) = O(p · log(r)) which is a
generalization of a result from [2] using the Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem [3,2,1].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 there are the lower bound constructions for
w(r, f (r)). Section 3 contains the general upper bound. In Section 4 there is the improved
upper bound for f (r) = (r2) using a pairing strategy and elementary number theory.
Finally the paper ends with a brief discussion of possible generalizations and with few open
problems.
2 Equivalently, we could assume that a distance d ≈ 2r is given and Maker is allowed to occupy p points such
that the distance between any two cannot be larger than d.
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2. Lower bounds
Theorem 3. w(r, f (r))=(f (r) · log(r)) if f (r)= O(r2−) and f (r)2. (The constant
factor in  depends on > 0).
Proof. We will distinguish two cases: f (r)2r and f (r)< 2r .
If f (r)2r then Maker will try to occupy a long horizontal line by choosing r horizontal
lines next to each other and starting to occupy consecutive rectangles as shown in Fig. 1.
If Breaker occupies a point on one of these lines then we will call this line blocked. As a
ﬁrst step Maker occupies an r ×
⌊
f (r)
r
⌋
rectangle. Since any r × r square can be covered
by a circle of radius r and
⌊
f (r)
r
⌋
· rf (r), he can do this. In this way Maker starts ﬁlling
up r horizontal lines and his aim is to occupy as many consecutive points on a horizontal
line as possible by taking the points of the neighboring rectangles on the right (see Fig. 1).
In further steps he occupies all the points in the following r ×
⌊
f (r)
r
⌋
rectangle which
are not occupied by Breaker. From the time when there are less than
⌊
r
2
⌋
lines that are
not blocked (amongst the r lines that Maker started his ﬁrst move with), Maker occupies
points only on these ‘unblocked’ lines. But now he can occupy an
⌊
r
2
⌋×⌊ 2f (r)
r
⌋
‘rectangle’
(
⌊
2f (r)
r
⌋
points from each of the
⌊
r
2
⌋
‘unblocked’ lines).Unlike in Fig. 1, ‘unblocked’ lines
are not necessarily consecutive. Continuing in a similar fashion, if there are less than  r3
‘unblocked’ lines, then Maker occupies an
⌊
r
3
⌋ × ⌊ 3f (r)
r
⌋
‘rectangle’ from ‘unblocked’
lines, and, in general, if there are less than
⌊
r
k
⌋
‘unblocked’ lines, then he occupies an⌊
r
k
⌋×⌊ k·f (r)
r
⌋
‘rectangle’. He can do this until an
⌊
r
k
⌋×⌊ k·f (r)
r
⌋
rectangle can be covered
by a disk of radius r, say till k =
⌊
r2
f (r)
⌋
because then
⌊
kf (r)
r
⌋
r .
Now we estimate how long segment Maker can occupy on one line. The game last for
r turns (we can assume that in each turn Breaker blocks one line). In the beginning (the
ﬁrst r − ⌊ r2⌋ moves) Maker makes his horizontal segments
⌊
f (r)
r
⌋
points longer. During
the next
⌊
r
2
⌋− ⌊ r3⌋ steps he lengthens his segments by
⌊
2f (r)
r
⌋
and so on till k =
⌊
r2
f (r)
⌋
.
Fig. 1. Maker’s strategy for f (r)2r .
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In the last
⌊
r
k
⌋
steps he makes his segments
⌊
k·f (r)
r
⌋
longer. So Maker can have at least
⌊
f (r)
r
⌋(
r −
⌊ r
2
⌋)
+
⌊
2f (r)
r
⌋(⌊ r
2
⌋
−
⌊ r
3
⌋)
+ · · · +
⌊
(k − 1)f (r)
r
⌋(⌊
r
k − 1
⌋
−
⌊ r
k
⌋)
+
⌊
k · f (r)
r
⌋⌊ r
k
⌋

⌊
f (r)
r
⌋(
r −
⌊ r
2
⌋)
+ 2
⌊
f (r)
r
⌋(⌊ r
2
⌋
−
⌊ r
3
⌋)
+ · · · + (k − 1)
⌊
f (r)
r
⌋(⌊
r
k − 1
⌋
−
⌊ r
k
⌋)
+ k
⌊ ·f (r)
r
⌋⌊ r
k
⌋
=
⌊
f (r)
r
⌋(
r +
⌊ r
2
⌋
+ · · · +
⌊ r
k
⌋)

(
f (r)
r
− 1
)(
r + r
2
+ · · · + r
k
− (k − 1)
)
(f (r) − r)
(
1
2
+ · · · + 1
k
)
= (f (r) log(k)) = (f (r) log(r))
points in a row. In the last steps we used that 2rf (r) = O(r2−).
If f (r)< 2r then we can assume that f (r)< r as well because if f (r) = (r) then
w(r, f (r)) = (w(r, r)) (by the monotonicity in p) and we are only interested in the
magnitude of w(r, f (r)). Maker will use a similar strategy as before and will aim for a long
horizontal segment. In his ﬁrst t steps (we will specify t latter (t ·f (r)r), Maker will make
t steps irrespective of Breaker’s responses before rechecking his strategy) he occupies the
free points from t 1×f (r) rectangle below each other as in Fig. 2. In this way Maker starts
ﬁlling up t ·f (r) horizontal lines. His aim is to occupy as many consecutive points in a row
as possible. In his next t steps he occupies the free points in the next 1× (t ·f (r)) rectangle
(see Fig. 2). When there are less than t ·
⌊
f (r)
2
⌋
‘unblocked’ lines then Maker occupies
points only from these lines, but now he can occupy t 2 ×
⌊
f (r)
2
⌋
‘rectangles’ (the rows do
not have to be next to each other as in Fig. 2). Continuing similarly, if there are less than
t ·
⌊
f (r)
k
⌋
‘unblocked’ lines then Maker can occupy t k ×
⌊
f (r)
k
⌋
‘rectangles’. This goes on
until k = f (r). If t · f (r)r then for any 1kf (r)(r) these k ×
⌊
f (r)
k
⌋
‘rectangles’
can be covered by a disk of radius r, so there are no problems with Maker’s steps, he can
occupy the free points in such a rectangle.
Now we will estimate how many consecutive points Maker can occupy on a line. Breaker
has to block all the t · f (r) lines and in each move he can block at most one line. In the
beginning (the ﬁrst t
(
f (r) −
⌊
f (r)
2
⌋)
turns) Maker makes his horizontal segments one
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Fig. 2. Maker’s strategy for ‘small’ f (r).
point longer per t steps. In the next t
(⌊
f (r)
2
⌋
−
⌊
f (r)
3
⌋)
steps he lengthens his segments
by two points per t steps and so on until k = f (r). So Maker will have at least
1
(
f (r) −
⌊
f (r)
2
⌋)
+ 2
(⌊
f (r)
2
⌋
−
⌊
f (r)
3
⌋)
+ · · · + (f (r) − 1)
(⌊
f (r)
f (r) − 1
⌋
−
⌊
f (r)
f (r)
⌋)
+ f (r)
= f (r) +
⌊
f (r)
2
⌋
+ · · · +
⌊
f (r)
f (r) − 1
⌋
+ 1
(r)
(
1 + 1
2
+ · · · + 1
f (r) − 1 − 1
)
= (f (r) log(f (r)))
points in a row. If Maker uses this strategy only until k =
⌊
f (r)
2
⌋
(which means that he
does not occupy the last t 1×f (r) ‘rectangles’) then he can still occupy(f (r) log(f (r)))
points in t ‘unblocked’ rows (here we use that f (r)2)! Since this is the core of Maker’s
strategy it is worthwhile to state separately.
Lemma 4. Let 2f (r)r and t a constant such that t · f (r)r . In the (f (r) : 1)-biased
distance restricted game Maker can occupy (f (r) log(f (r))) consecutive points on t
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r
Fig. 3. (r2) if f (r) = r2.
horizontal lines such that Breaker cannot occupy any point on these lines and the distance
between any two such lines is at most r.
This is already optimal for f (r) =(r) (> 0). In order to complete the proof we will
repeat this construction choosing t appropriately.
First Maker applies this strategy (Lemma 4) with t1 =f (r)s−1
⌊
r
f (r)s
⌋
. After that he can
lengthens his t1 ‘unblocked’ segments by the same strategy with t2 = f (r)s−2
⌊
r
f (r)s
⌋
. (In
this second phase it does not matter that the previously occupied t1 ‘unblocked’ rows are
not next to each other, since their distance is at most r.) Maker can continue his strategy till
ts =
⌊
r
f (r)s
⌋
. Of course it is necessary that ts =
⌊
r
f (r)s
⌋
1 so s =
⌊
log(r)
log(f (r))
⌋
is a good
choice. This means that Maker can occupy(f (r) · log(f (r)) · log(r)log(f (r)) )=(f (r) · log(r))
points on a line. 
Theorem 5. w(r, r2)r2.
Proof. First Maker occupies r2 points in an r × r square starting r horizontal lines. Then
independently of Breaker’s move Maker can occupy the free lattice points of right neigh-
boring r × r squares as indicated in Fig. 3. After Maker’s rth move Breaker has occupied
only r − 1 points which means that one horizontal line is occupied by Maker only, thus
succeeding in occupying r2 points on a line. 
3. Upper bound using the Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem
In this section we will achieve an upper bound which can be derived using the Biased
Erdo˝s–SelfridgeTheorem [1]. In order to state this theoremweneed to deﬁne the hypergraph
game.
Deﬁnition 6 (Hypergraph game). Let (V ,F) be an arbitrary (ﬁnite) hypergraph. V is the
board of the game, and F ⊆ 2V is a family of winning sets. Two players (ﬁrst, second)
alternately occupy previously unoccupied points of boardV. In the (p, q,F) game the ﬁrst
player occupies p, the second player occupies q points per move. The player who occupies
all points of some winning set A ∈F ﬁrst wins; otherwise the game ends in a draw.
The Biased Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem provides a useful criterion in the (p, q,F) hyper-
graph game for the second player to earn a draw.
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Fig. 4. Periodic strategy.
Theorem 7 (Biased Erdo˝s–Selfridge, Beck [1]). If
∑
A∈F
(1 + q)−|A|/p < 1
q + 1
then the second player can force a draw in the (p, q,F) hypergraph game.
Now we are ready to prove the O(p · log r) upper bound.
Theorem 8. w(r, p) = O(p · log(r)).
Proof. Let n denote the number of consecutive points Maker has to occupy in order to win.
The idea is the following. We divide the plane into squares containing m×m lattice points.
(We will specify m latter.) Using the Biased Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem (Theorem 7) we will
show that Breaker can prevent Maker from occupying
⌊
n
3
⌋
points on a line in any square.
This means that Maker cannot occupy n points on a line, because a line segment containing
n points can intersect at most three of the squares (if mn), and in each square Maker can
have at most
⌊
n
3
⌋− 1 points, altogether he cannot have 3 ⌊n3⌋ n points on a line.
If Maker chose his circle inside of some m × m square then Breaker could respond in
the same square and we could apply the Biased Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem directly. Unfor-
tunately this is not always the case, but with a simple trick the game can be reduced to it
with a different bias.
Ifm2r thenMaker can occupy points from atmost 4 squares.After eachmove ofMaker
we designate a ‘4-square block’ (2m × 2m square, see Fig. 4) which contains all the points
occupied by Maker in his last step. (This ‘4-square block’ is not necessarily unique, we
choose one arbitrarily.) In which square of the designated ‘4-square block’ should Breaker
respond? We name the squares of the ‘4-square block’ by 1, 2, 3, 4 as in Fig. 4 and Breaker
can respond periodically: 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .Thismeans that we count how
many times was a ‘4-square block’ designated. If after Maker’s move the designated ‘4-
square block’ is designated the ith time then Breaker answers in thatm×m subsquare whose
name (1, 2, 3 or 4) is congruent to i modulo 4. (Since we use this ‘4-square block’ extension
Breaker might respond in a subsquare in which Maker has not occupied any points.) What
happens to a particular m × m square? There are four ‘4-square blocks’ containing this
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Fig. 5. The neighboring ‘4-square blocks’.
m × m square (see Fig. 5). For each ‘4-square block’ there are at most three consecutive
moves, when the response according to the periodic strategy does not fall into the center
square. But every 4 · 3 + 1 = 13 moves when Maker occupies points in the center square
then according to the periodic strategy Breaker responds in the center square as well.
This means that it is enough to prevent Maker from occupying
⌊
n
3
⌋
points in the (13p : 1)
biased game on the m×m square. We will use the Biased Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem. Board
V will be the points of the m×m square (|V |=m2). The family of winning sets (F) consists
of all
⌊
n
3
⌋
consecutive points on a horizontal, vertical or diagonal line. As stated before we
have to choose m max{2r, n}.
We need an upper bound on the size of the family of winning sets (|F|). Every point in
the m × m square is the endpoint of at most eight winning sets (four directions and ‘left’
or ‘right’ endpoints). So |F| 8m22 since we counted every winning set twice according to
their two endpoints.
The Biased Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem applies if
∑
A∈F
2−|A|/13·p < 1
2
.
Now |A| = ⌊n3⌋ and |F|4m2, so it is enough to show that 4m2 · 2−n/3/13·p < 12 , where
m max {2r, n}. If n= c0 ·p · log r and m=max {2r, n} then this inequality holds for some
sufﬁciently large absolute constant c0 (in the case when m = n we use that in a circle of
radius r there are approximately  · r2 points so p = O(r2)). 
Remark 9. Theorems 8 and 3 show that if f (r) = O(r2−) then w(r, f (r)) = (f (r) ·
log(r)). If f (r) = r2 then using the Biased Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem we proved the upper
boundw(r, r2)=O(r2 log r).As for the lower bound we know isw(r, r2)=(r2) (Theorem
5). We will show that w(r, r2) =(r2).
4. Upper bound using pairing strategy
In order to show that w(r, r2) = O(r2) we need the following lemma using elementary
number theory.
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Fig. 6. The latticeL spanned by v1 = (p, 1) and v2 = (−1, p).
Lemma 10. LetL ⊂ Z × Z a sublattice spanned by v1 = (p, 1) and v2 = (−1, p). Let
a, b ∈ Z be relative prime integers. Then any line having gradient vector (a, b) (the slope
is b
a
) which contains at least one point from Z×Z goes through inﬁnitely many points from
L provided (a2 + b2)|p.
Moreover, if (a2+b2)|p then on any line there are at most p2 points from Z×Z between
two consecutive points fromL (see Fig. 6).
Proof. We will denote by (n;m) the greatest common divisor of n,m ∈ Z. ((x, y) is used
for a vector or a point in R2.) We will use the following properties of the greatest common
divisor:
(n;m) = (n + m;m) = (n; n + m), (1)
and if (c;m) = 1 and (n; d) = 1 then
(n;m) = (cn;m) = (n; dm). (2)
Every line which goes through at least one point from Z × Z and has gradient (a, b) is the
graph of a function in the following form:
ay = bx + c,
where c ∈ Z. The points of latticeL are kv1 + lv2 = k(p, 1)+ l(−1, p)= (kp− l, k+ lp),
where k, l ∈ Z.
First we prove that for any c the line ay = bx + c contains a point from latticeL. This
means that we should ﬁnd k, l ∈ Z such that a(k + lp) − b(kp − l) = c. Or equivalently
k(a − bp)+ l(ap + b)= c. This form shows that there is a solution (k, l) for every c if and
only if the greatest common divisor of (a − bp) and (ap + b) is one. Since (a; b) = 1 we
have that (b; a − bp)= 1 and (a; ap + b)= 1. By using (2) we get that (a − bp; ap + b)=
(a(a−bp); ap+b)= (a(a−bp); b(ap+b))= (a2 −abp; b2 +abp). Using (1) we obtain
that (a2 − abp; b2 + abp) = (a2 + b2; abp + b2). This is clearly 1 if (a2 + b2)|p because
then (a2 + b2; abp + b2) = (a2 + b2; b2) = (a2; b2) = (a; b)2 = 1.
Nowweprove that if there is a lattice point (inL) on such a line, then the (p2+1)st point of
the integer grid is inL aswell. Observe that (p2+1, 0)=pv1−v2 and (0, p2+1)=v1+pv2.
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Fig. 7. LatticeL, its translated copies and the assigned directions.
O X X O
Fig. 8. Pairing strategy on a line.
So if (c1, c2) is inL on a line ay = bx + c then (c1 + a(p2 + 1), c2 + b(p2 + 1)) is inL
and it is on the line as well. This means that the (p2 + 1)st point is inL. 
Theorem 11. w(r, r2)< 12(2r + 1)2 + 2.
Proof. We will use latticeL1 spanned by v1 = (p, 1) and v2 = (−1, p). Lemma 10 asserts
that if p is even then on every vertical, horizontal or diagonal line at least every (p2 + 1)st
point is fromL1. (The gradient vector (a, b) of these lines are (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1,−1)
so a2 + b2 = 1 or 2.) We make three more copies of this lattice. LetL2,L3,L4 be the
lattices obtained fromL1 by translating it by
(p
2 , 0
)
,
(
0, p2
)
and
(p
2 ,
p
2
)
, respectively (see
Fig. 7). It is easy to see that the smallest distance between points from ⋃4i=1Li is p2 . It
means that every circle of radius r p4 contains at most one point from these four lattices.
So if r p4 then Maker can occupy at most one point from
⋃4
i=1Li permove. Now we are
ready to deﬁne a strategy for Breaker.
We assign the four possible directions to the four lattices. For any i = 1, 2, 3, 4 we deﬁne
two points of Li to be equivalent if the line connecting them is parallel to the direction
assign to Li . The equivalence classes are points on parallel lines. On each such line we
pair the consecutive points from Li . Between the two points of a pair there are no other
points fromLi (see Fig. 8). Breaker will use a pairing strategy to block. If Maker occupies
a point from
⋃4
i=1Li (we constructed these four lattices in such a way that he can occupy
at most one per move) then Breaker occupies its pair, otherwise Breaker can occupy any
point. For each vertical, horizontal or diagonal line there is an assigned latticeLi such that
every (p2 +1)st point from Z×Z belongs toLi (Lemma 10). So on any line Maker cannot
occupy more than 3(p2 + 1) − 1 = 3p2 + 2 consecutive points.
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We can formulate this result in terms of radius r. We have to choose p to be even and
p
2 2r . So p = 22r	 is the smallest possible good choice. Maker cannot have more than
3p2 + 2 = 3 · 42r	2 + 212 · (2r + 1)2 + 2 points on a line. 
5. Other variations
5.1. Strong game
Deﬁnition 12 (Strong game). Two players occupy the points of the Z × Z lattice in turns.
The ﬁrst player can occupy p empty lattice points per move, but these p points must be
inside a circle of radius r, where r is a constant, ﬁxed at the beginning of the game. The
second player can occupy one point per move. The winner is the player who can occupy n
consecutive points on a horizontal, vertical or diagonal line ﬁrst.
We will denote by s(r, p) the largest integer such that the ﬁrst player can occupy s(r, p)
points on a line, but the second player can force a draw for s(r, p) + 1.
The strategy stealing argument [2] shows that the second player cannot win, which ex-
plains the deﬁnition of s(r, p). As before the interesting case is when p = f (r) = O(r2). It
is clear that s(r, p)w(r, p), so Theorems 8 and 11 give some upper bound, namely that
s(r, r2) = O(r2) and s(r, f (r)) = O(f (r) · log(r)) if f (r) = O(r2−).
The proofs of Theorem 3, 5 and Lemma 4 (with t = 1) provide some lower bound
if f (r) = (r). In this case the ﬁrst player occupies more points with his ﬁrst move
than the second player can occupy before the end of the game. So s(r, r2) = (r2) and
s(r, f (r)) = (f (r) · log(r)) if f (r) = (r) and f (r) = O(r2−).
5.2. Playing in more directions
Previously we were interested in occupying n consecutive points on a horizontal, vertical
or diagonal line. Now the winning lines can have arbitrary gradients!
Deﬁnition 13 (Biased n-in-a-row game in given directions). Two players, Maker and
Breaker play on the Z × Z lattice. They occupy empty lattice points in turns. Maker can
occupy p empty lattice points per move, but these p points must be inside a circle of radius
r, where r is a constant, ﬁxed at the beginning of the game. Breaker can occupy one point
per move.
The winning lines are given by their gradients D := {(a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)}. The goal
is to occupy n consecutive points on a line with a given gradient from D.
Maker wins if he can occupy n consecutive points in a given direction. Breaker wins if he
can prevent Maker from winning (forever). We will denote by wD(r, p) the largest integer
such that Maker can occupy wD(r,p) points on a line, but Breaker can prevent wD(r,p)+1.
Again we are interested in what happens if p = f (r) = O(r2). One can easily see that
the lower bound constructions (it was not important to build Maker’s long segments along
horizontal lines) and the upper bound using the Erdo˝s–Selfridge Theorem easily generalize.
So playing in given directions makes no difference. If f (r)= O(r2−) then wD(r, f (r))=
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(f (r) log(r)) and wD(r, r2) =(r2) (the constant factors are depending on the winning
lines D of course). For p = f (r) = r2 the upper bound using a pairing strategy applies as
well:
Theorem 14. wD(r, r2)< 6m · (2r + )2 + 2, where  is the least common multiple of
a2i + b2i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m). ((ai, bi) are the gradient vectors of the m winning lines D.)
Proof. We will use Lemma 10 and the latticeL1 spanned by v1 = (p, 1) and v2 = (−1, p).
We choose p such that |p. Let L2, . . . ,Lm be the lattices obtained by translations(
p
√m	 , 0
)
,
(
2p
√m	 , 0
)
, . . . ,
(
(√m	−1)·p
√m	 , 0
)
,
(
p
√m	 ,
p
√m	
)
,
(
2p
√m	 ,
p
√m	
)
, . . . . It is
easy to see that the smallest distance between points from L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lm is p√m	 . It
means that if 2r p√m	 then Maker can occupy at most one point from
⋃m
i=1Li per move.
Now we assign the m possible directions given in D to the m lattices. On each lattice the
assigned direction deﬁnes us parallel lines as before (proof of Theorem 11), and on each
line Breaker can use a pairing strategy which means that Maker cannot occupy more than
3p2 + 2 consecutive lattice points.
Now we can formulate this result in terms of radius r. We have to choose p to be the
multiple of  and √m	. As before p√m	2r . So p = 
√
m	 ⌈ 2r ⌉ ·  is a good choice.
Maker cannot occupy more than 3p2 + 2 = 3 · √m	2(⌈ 2r ⌉ · )2 + 26m · (2r + )2 + 2
points on a winning line. 
So playing in a ﬁnite number of directions makes no difference in the order of magnitude.
If f (r) = O(r2−) then wD(r, f (r)) =(f (r) log(r)) and wD(r, r2) =(r2).
6. Open problems
1. It would be interesting to know what happens if f (r) is between O(r2−) and r2.
For example if f (r) = r2log(r) then we have seen that w(r, f (r)) = O(r2) while the
lower bound construction gives only w(r, f (r)) = 
(
r2·log(log(r))
log(r)
)
(see the proof of
Theorem 3). Most likely this simple lower bound construction gives the right answer.
2. We have seen that in the strong game s(r, f (r))=(f (r) · log(r)) if f (r)=(r) and
f (r) = O(r2−). But what is the situation if f (r) is small, is s(r, 2) =(log(r))?
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